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Past College Leaders To Be Honored
Southwestern At Memphis will pay

tribute to two of the most dynamic and in-
fluential leaders in the college's history with
the dedication and naming of the physics
building for Southwestern President
Emeritus Payton Nalle Rhodes and with the
erection of a life-sized statue of the late Dr.
Charles E. Diehl, 14th president of the col-
lege and founder of its Memphis campus.

Southwestern's board of trustees acted
on endorsements of the faculty and the
alumni association's executive body in ap-
proving plans for an April, 1981, ceremony
naming the physics tower the Peyton Nalle
Rhodes Building. The event will coincide
with the trustees' regular spring meeting.

The physics tower is part of the Frazier
Jelke Science Center, built between 1966
and 1968, shortly after Dr. Rhodes retired
as president in 1965. He served in that
capacity for 15 years, and before that he
taught physics at the college. The six-story
physics tower is regarded as one of the most
up-to-date and well-equipped undergrad-
uate physics buildings in the country.

Trustees also unanimously approved
alumni and faculty recommendations that a
statue be commissioned of Dr. Diehl who
died in 1964. The site chosen for the statue

is at the end of the front drive leading up to
Burrow Library and in line with the great
door of Palmer Hall, the administration
building.

Once erected, the statue would be visi-
ble from North Parkway throught the
Avenue of Oaks, two rows of stately oak
trees brought to Memphis as seedlings from
Southwestern's original Clarksville, Tenn.,
campus. The statue will be the focal point
of an area to be dubbed Diehl Court, accor-
ding to Southwestern President James
Daughdrill Jr. '

The college estimated the cost of the
statue at $50,000 to $75,000. Gifts to the
college designated for the Diehl memorial
will cover those expenses, said President
Daughdrill.

Southwestern's years under presidents
Diehl and Rhodes span nearly a half-
century from 1917 when Dr. Diehl assumed
the post until 1965 when Dr. Rhodes retired
as president.

The Reverend Dr. Diehl, who had
earned a B.A. from Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity and an M.A. from Princeton, was
pastor of First Presbyterian Church in
Clarksville, Tenn., before becoming presi-
dent of what was then Southwestern
Presbyterian University, a small, church-

Physics tower to be named for Peyton
Rhodes. Photo by John Peeples

related institution located in Clarksville. He
was 42 at the time.

Dr. Diehl spearheaded Southwestern's
move to Memphis eight years later in 1925
and directed the master design and building
of a new campus with its now-characteristic
gothic stone buildings. He was president for
32 years, through two world wars and a ma-
jor depression. Under his leadership, the
college grew from 51 students in 1917 to 600

, in 1949 when he retired. The physical plant
increased in value from $400,000 to $5
million.

Dr. Rhodes, who was then vice presi-
dent, succeeded Dr. Diehl in the number
one post and carried on the traditions of
academic excellence established by his
predecessor, including an honors system,
tutorial courses and comprehensive exams.

Dr. Rhodes, a Ph.D. graduate of the
University of Virginia, came to
Southwestern in 1926 as an assistant pro-
fessor of physics and became a full pro-
fessor in 1929. He also served as chairman
of the college's physics department. Presi-
dent Daughdrill called it "a natural" for
the physics tower to be named for Peyton
Nalle Rhodes because of the educator's 18
years of association with and life-time in-
terest in the physics department.

Dr. Rhodes was instrumental in the
college's acquiring a Phi Beta Kappa
chapter in the late 1940's. While president
he oversaw major expansion of the college's
facilities such as the building of Burrow
Library, Mallory Memorial Gymnasium
and Halliburton Tower. Recently he served
as interim dean of the college prior to the
selection of the new vice president and
dean, Dr. Gerald Duff.

Gardner Leaves Impression
by Neville Carson

Even for those of us who had never seen him before, as most of us hadn't, there was
no mistaking John Gardner when he made his first appearance here at eight p.m. last
Wednesday in the cloister of Palmer Hall.

Here was a man, God bless us, who looked like a writer. His head was covered with an
abundance of white hair and his fingernails were dirty from stuffing tobacco into the pipe
that he was constantly reloading, emptying, or trying to light. He told us a joke for his
opening remarks, reminded us that we were, after all, having a party, and then relit his
pipe, waiting to talk and be talked to.

Not that he had to wait for very long. Someone cornered him in about two seconds,
and we slower folk were crowded around him like fascinated children, awaiting a.word or
two with the great man from Binghamton, New York. He stood among us for at least two
hours, talking of his own work and the work of others, and of literature and the world in
general. After listening a while, we noticed the sharpness of his eyes and the fact that
behind them lurked a brain full of worthwhile ideas. He made his exit at about 10 o'clock,
leaving us all excited and eager for more, with an empty keg and a whole lot of leftover
bread lying around.

The rest of the visit proved to be as fruitful and enjoyable as that first episode.
Workshops on short story writing were held for the creative among us. The students were
all a little reverent at first, but under the easy, intelligent speech of the man, all soon relax-
ed and a couple of us were even brave enough to hand him manuscripts, and tremble while
he read them aloud and made valuable points as to style, perspective on the subject, which
person to use, and a slough of other observations that left us thinking, rethinking, and
whispering to ourselves, more often than not, that he was right.

The crowd for Gardner's closing remarks was disappointingly small, but the size of the
audience did not affect the steady force and conviction of his speech. He gave us his answer
to a question that keeps cropping up around here-what good are writing, reading, or the
liberal arts?
I -II g /

John Gardner delivers his closing remarks to a small audience in the amphitheatre.
Photo by John Peeples

According to Gardner, study is a way of getting advice from the best minds of all ages.
The study of the liberal arts takes one out of the narrow perspective of one's lifetime and
allows one to see the present in the light of all civilization, a view that one may use to make
wiser, more humane decisions about life and the world. To paraphrase Gardner, without
the long view we are apes; with it we are human beings.

John Gardner proved himself to be an honest, open man, eager to share ideas with
anyone who was interested. Even at the public reading of his new novel, he managed to
avoid drawing attention to his personality and concentrated on the discussion of his ideas
and works. Southwestern is indebted to the members of the Literary Arts Festival Commit-
tee: Phil Mahla, Donna Purdue, Cara Washburn, Laura Acklen, Steve Kidwell, Liz Hart,
Ann Kingsolver, Laura Huff, Juan Pulido, Noe Torres, and "some freshman with big
brown eyes." These are the folks who got John Gardner to come here and who made his
visit a pleasant one. They lodged him in the elegant Holiday Inn, treated him to haul
cuisine at such famous Memphis establishments as Broadway Pizza and Fantasia, picked
him up, dropped him off, and made the whole affair a great success. According to Donna
Purdue, the Committee "wheedled and cajoled" many people into donating time, food,
and cash to the effort. Thanks to them as well. Let us all hope that future Literary Festivals
are carried off with as much enthusiasm and success.

Afternote for all you memorabilia fans: Phil Mahla invites anyone interested to take a
look at his genuine autographed John Gardner book for a mere $50 a peek.

Dilemma Program To Examine
Performing, Visual Arts

Since it's beginning in the 1960's, the
format of Dilemma has been structured
around lectures and panel discussions by
speakers invited to comment upon the
selected topic.

A decline in interest and attendance
among Southwestern students and the com-
munity in recent years has been the catalyst
for bringing some changes in the Dilemma
program.

"The structure of Dilemma that was
creative in the '60's has outgrown its
original purpose, and this year's format will
move us in a new direction," said Gregor
Turk, coordinator of Dilemma '81.

The topic to be examined in this year's
Dilemma, which will be held April 22-26, is
the performing and visual arts. Though a
definite title has not been chosen, possible
questions to be duscussed are: Why are the
arts a necessity? How do the arts reflect our
society? How should the arts be supported?

Instead of relying solely on a speaker
to give answers to what is asked, there will
be an integration of both discussion and
performances. Hopefully, this combination
will aid in better examining the question at
hand, and attract a larger and more in-
terested audience.

In preparation for Dilemma and other
programs sponsored throughout the year,
Southwestern has become a member of
Community Artists Residency Training
(C.A.R.T.). C.A.R.T. is a division of Af-
filiate Artists Inc., a New York-based na-

Quality of IMAGES
Oh The Enigmatic

Violette, the third film in the 1980-81
IMAGES' Film Series, will be shown
tonight, and each succeeding night through
November 10th, at 8:00 in Frazier-Jelke B.

Violette is set in France in 1933, where
18 year old Violette Noziere poisoned her
parents. Her subsequent trial became a
scandal sheet "bete noir" for the
bourgeoisie, Violette a perverse heroine for
the surrealists, and the entire bizarre affair
remains a continuing enigma for crime
historians.

French Director Claude Chabrol's
technique in Violette is to concentrate on
the puzzling character of Violette, brilliant-
ly played by Isabelle Huppert, and the
special fate she had created for herself.

Hilton Kramer, New York
Times-"From the very first moments of
Violette we are held spellbound by a com-
bination of stunning artistry and brute
suspense. The film is certain to become a
classic."

tional non-profit corporation that seeks to
encourage "people support" for the perfor-
ming arts. During mid-term break, Terry
Regan and Gregor Turk attended a 3-day
seminar sponsored by C.A.R.T. which was
aimed toward training participants to en-
courage community involvement and effec-
tively funding an arts program. In return
for Southwestern's participants, an Af-
filiate Artist will come to the Southwestern
campus to participate in the Dilemma pro-
gram.

Other changes have been made in
Dilemma operations. For the first time,
Dilemma has an official advisor, Mary Jo
Miller. Also, it is the intention of the steer-
ing committee to cut the extremely high
costs of Dilemma by using participation
from regional talent.

The steering committee is made up of
Gregor Turk, Cara Washburn, Pack Mat-
thews (co-chairman), and committee
members are Judy Booth, Neville Carson,
Erroll Eckford, and Dawn McGriff. Com-
mittees are now in the process of being
formed and any student interested in work-
ing with Dilemma '81 should contact Erroll
Eckford (finance), Dawn McGriff (publici-
ty), or Gregor Turk.

Cloisonne Necklaces
To Be Displayed
Cloisonne necklaces and brooches by

Memphian Carolyn Bernatsky Morrison
will be on display at Clough-Hanson
Gallery at Southwestern At Memphis from
Nov. 10 through Dec. 10.

The free public exhibit will open with a
3-5 p.m. reception for the artist on Sunday,
Nov. 9. The gallery's hours are 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. on weekdays.

Ms. Morrison studied enameling for
seven years with Dorothy Sturm at the
Memphis Academy of Arts. She has par-
ticipated in workshops with William
Harper, Harold Helwig and Helen Trevino.

Ms. Morrison has displayed her in-
tricately designed jewelry in Memphis at the
Harvey Ireland Gallery, La Filipino and
Howard Fine Arts, and in New York City
recently at the Spring Street Enamel
Gallery. Her work is reminiscent of art
nouveau.

Ms. Morrison has exhibited her jewelry
at the 1973 Dorothy Sturm 20-year
Retrospective at Brooks Memorial Art
Gallery, the 1973 Biennial Exhibition of the
Tennessee Artist Craftsmen's Association,
the 1975 Mississippi River Craft Show at
Brooks, the 1977 Memphis Artist Craft-
smen's Association exhibition at the Hyatt
Regency and the 1980 Memphis Metal Ex-
hibition at the National Ornamental Metals
Museum.
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Make Dilemma An Issu
Well gang, Southwestern's Dilemma program has made the news this week wit

announcement of its topic of interest, (see page one). I hope I am wrong, but it sounds
Dilemma '81 is going to be as boring as they have ever been. The support for the pro
has greatly eroded in years past and I think rightly so. The topics are too ridicul
broad. No wonder no one sharp wants to speak. How many speakers are excited
coming? Perhaps a few are excited about the money. They can come and give their
lecture that they give everywhere, changing it just a little bit so that it will fit the prog
slogan.

I think the big question is how many of these speakers are really challenged b
topic and the peers they speak with? How many real artist's are going to come fire
about talking about "How the arts reflect our society"? I hope they are not really cons
ing such mundane, huge topics when they ask this question. Who is going to be ex
about giving a jr. high lecture to Memphis? Why should Memphis come to a jr. high d
ma? I hope everyone here already knows how the arts reflect its society.

"Instead of relying solely on a speaker to give answers to what is asked, there w
an integration of both discussion and performances". I don't think adding performan
the program is what the program is all about. We had a performance last year with H
Ellison. My point is that I don't think the answers are good enough precisely because
are never presented with a question. It is all so cut and dried. What we need in Dilemm
is a real dilemma. Wouldn't people rather hear issues instead of hearing people ra
around in broad topics? I tried to say all this last year, but no one listened. The defen
that you have to get a broad topic to interest people. That is crazy. See who shows
hear "The Rise of Right Wing Christian Morality Politics: Good or Bad?"

If the invited speakers were presented with a short paragraph stating a debatable
position to which they would use their expertise to defend or refute then I think
would be excited to accept. There are many burning issues that could be discussed. P
could really get excited about minds struggling with a problem. If the discussion
already found on Johnny Carson or in the library, then are we not wasting a valu
forum?
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Dear Sirs and Madam:
I feel that I must complain about one of your photographers, John Peeples, who

covered last night'sproductionof "Electra,"presented in the Communications Arts House.
Mr. Peeples shot at least two rolls of film during the production, creating with the

clicking and winding of his camera a very disturbing distraction. Although I consider the
great deal of annoyance he caused his fellow audience members to be inexcusable, it is a far
greater harm resulting/from his inconsiderate actions which has motivated me to write.

Performing in so small a space as the Communication Arts House, an actor has even
in the best of.circumstances, a great difficulty concentrating on his part due to the normal
coughing, shifting, and shuffling of the audience. He must struggle to maintain the
dramatic reality he has created when he finds himself surrounded by a sea of faces alien to
that reality. The actor makes a pact with the audience that they will, to the best of their
ability, support his creation.

The sound of a camera violates that pact, forcing into the actor's awareness the idea
"I am being watched," irreparably damaging his concentration and his creation. As the ac-
tor is an artist, such an intrusion into his work is comparable to carving one's name on a
sculpture. I believe Mr. Peeples owes both the audience and the cast of "Electra" an
apology.

I recognize the journalistic necessity of photographs of campus activities, and I am
aware that it was impossible for pictures to be taken at a dress rehearsal for this produc-
tion. Nevertheless, some arrangement could have been made for photographing before or
after the show. The rules of photo-journalistic etiquette which cover football games do not
apply to theater performances. I hope in the future you will encourage Mr. Peeples to
photograph at more appropriate times.

Sincerely,
Robert I. Burks

Curriculum Committee Members
sider- Comment On Andrews
ilem- by Jennie Inglis

In last week's Sou'wester, a letter to should be countedvill be the editor appeared from Holt Andrews ad- chemistry major wo
ice to dressing the proposed curriculum changes. than the 40 coursesarlan Comments about that letter from the A weakness in
they 'members of the committee which drew up according to Dean Iaa'81 the proposal might be of interest to the jors require too mAmble Southwestern community, their disciplines. Butnse is The Proposed Curriculum Design for a

up to Liberal Education was drawn up by an our present system

unofficial four person committee which posed.
pro- acted on widespread faculty/administrative the course hours wan

more feelings that the present curriculum needed and choice would b
eople to be reviewed, and, if necessary, revised. Professor Jeter
.s are In his letter, Mr. Andrews said that Professor Jeter
uable "the statement looks like little more than a courses again, said t

S.C. list of skills and some knowledge of how to in its ore classes abovS.C. use them." 2 more classes abov
use them. number. He said,

Associate Dean of the College, Robert whether what we arc
Llewellyn, partly agrees with him. The sacrifice of those 1

J Dean has seen, as a national trend reflects, Dean Llewellyr
that there has been in the past decade an be more classes requ
"erosion of skills for the liberal arts stu-"Is
dent." He said he feels the required courses feels that overall it is
in the curriculum proposal provide skills majors do place
that need to be gained from a liberal educa- students than others
tionEtion. This leads to tl

b? English professor Bernice White said drews that "the pro
the "committee did not intend the skills terested in trying tc

\T themselves to be the goal of a Southwestern education," He is al
education. The committee assumed that of creativity and in
knowledge was a means to an end, not a curriculum.

" ! collection of skills only."
She does not see how the proposal Professor White

"can be interpreted as a list of skills only." is from within. Ind
r Dean Llewellyn agrees with her statement: system." Dean Llew

"The kind of graduates of which that love of learning
Southwestern would be proudest would be be found in the syste:
those that possessed all of those skills listed of professors and
on pages 4 and 5." The Dean also stressed students, and ultima
the importance of studying the position student himself. Bol
papers rather than depending on the outline agree that the propc
presented at the beginning of the proposal. for flexibility in sch

Mr. Andrews presented a list of hours meant to be a de
required for certain majors added to the freedom of choice."
hours that would be required by the pro- History profes
posal if it is passed. spoke for the commi

All the people who worked on the pro- proposal has been
posal commented on the listing, saying it discussion in the Sol
was hard to compare it to anything since which it has done,'

i they were not sure how Mr. Andrews arriv- Andrew's letter. P
ed at his figures. They also pointed out the clarified the fact tha
need to be aware of the overlapping that be considered by th
would occur between degree requirements tee. It will then be r
and major requirements, thus cutting down during which time th
on the total number of hours for a degree. cpeted, amended, or

Professor David Jeter of the Chemistry "The proposal
SDepartment felt the curriculum changes be final."

' Letter
in the number for a

uld involve more hours
of a religion major.

our current curriculum,
Lleywellyn, is that "ma-
any hours of work in
t that is relative to both
as well as the one pro-

drews reasons for listing
s to show how little time
e left for electives.
, speaking in terms of
he proposal, if adopted
would only require 1 or
e the presently required
"It is a question of

e proposing is worth the
or 2 classes."
n admits that there will
uired of students, but he
ation detrimental?" He
snot, granted that some
more restrictions on

s.
he concern of Mr. An-
oposal seems more in-
Slegislate a liberal arts
so worried about a lack
itiative in the proposed

e comments, "Initiative
ependence' is from the
wellyn goes on to say
and creativity is not to

m but in the interaction
students, students and
ately in the heart of the
th committee members
osed system does allow
heduling and was "not
enial of the student's

ssor Douglas Hatfield
ittee by saying that "the
presented to stimulate
uthwestern community,
" as evidenced by Mr.
rofessor Hatfield also
It the proposal will first
e Curriculum Commit-
eviewed by the faculty,
he proposal could be ac-
r killed.
was never intended to

The victories of the Moral Majority cause some to cry for divine intervention.

FACES STAFF ANNOUNCEMENT
The Faces staff tells us they have only forty some odd copies of their latest

achievement left. If you have not picked up your copy then drop by the student
center office and get yours before someone eats them up.

Also! an important correction. The Faces listing for the phone on first floor
Trezevant is wrong. 274-9068 is the number of a bank. How ridiculous! The cor-
rect phone number is 278-9068. That's 27 with an 8, not a 4.

THE SOU'WESTER

Executive Editor-Tom Dorian
Editor--Steve Crabtree
Assoc. Editor-Gail Mc Knight
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Dinners Begin Wednesday
by David Eades

Wednesday, November 12 marks the
beginning of the Refectory Exchange Pro-
gram. The 230 participants have been plac-
ed in twenty groups consisting of eleven or
twelve members each. The groups are
posted in the refectory and student center.

If you are participating in the program
here's what you do:

1. Find out which group you are in.
2. If you are in a group between 1 and

10 inclusive go to the refectory a little early
next Wednesday night, around 5 to 5:15 so
all group members will be at their tables by
5:30. The group tables will be on the south
side of the refectory and will have placards
on them which state the group number and
group members.

3. If you are in a group between 11 and
20 follow the above directions, but do it
Thursday instead of Wednesday.

Professor Ramsey
Presents Concert
An organ recital featuring David

Ramsey, assistant professor of music at
Southwestern, will be held Sunday, Nov. 9,
at 3:30 p.m. at Calvary Episcopal Church
as one in the college's series of faculty con-
certs.

During the afternoon performance,
Ramsey will play music from a wide range
of 18th and 20th century organ literature.

The program includes "Sonato de 10
Tono", by Spanish composer Jose Lidon;
the "Allegro" movement from "Sonata in
B Flat, Wq 70/2" by the German C. P. E.
Bach (son of Johann Strauss Bach); the
"Basse de Trompette" movement from
"Suite du Premier Ton" by the Frenchman
Pierre du Mage; and Johann S. Bach's
"Prelude and Fugue in G, BWV 541."

The second half of the concert will
feature three of the "Five Lyric Pieces" by
Norman Dello Joio, an American; the
"Cantabile, Op 37/1" by 20th century
French composer Joseph Jongen; Argenti-
nian Alberto Ginastera's "Toccata, Villan-
cico Y Fuga;" the "Sweet Sixteenths" by
Michigan composer William Albright; and
"Tuba Tune" by Englishman Norman
Cocker.

Ramsey, a Nashville native, earned his
bachelor of music from Southwestern and
his master's degree in sacred music from
Union Theological Seminary in New York
City. He has been director of music and
organist at St. John's United Methodist
Church since 1978.

Ramsey, the current dean of the Mem-
phis chapter of the American Guild of
Organists, teaches organ, sacred music and
theory at Southwestern. He also accom-
panies the Southwestern Singers.

4. Eat with your group. Introduce
yourself. Get into an interesting conversa-
tion: about the election, your classes, the
weather, Hume's treatment of causality...

5. Plan to meet again next week; same --
time, same table, unless it is inconvenient to
you or other group members. Then set
some other time-whatever works out best.

6. Also, be sure to get an empty glass
while you're getting your food (unless your
under 19); and, if you have a corkscrew,'
please bring it.

This should turn out to be a fun pro-
ject for all concerned. If you failed to sign
up this time and wish you had, there will be
another sign-up towards the end of '%
February when we'll form all new groups.
If you really wish you had, see David Eades
about the possibility of organizing a few
new groups right now.

Amy Shouse distracted by John Peeples in
Electra? Photo by Noisy Flash Prints

Hawn Stikes Gold
by Matthew Fishman

Goldie Hawn, that giggly little girl
from Laugh-in, is now an executive movie
producer. Whether she did it out of curiosi-
ty, or out for power and profit, the best and
worst thing you can say about her is that
she tried.

In recent interviews with Miss Hawn,
she revealed she did it because she wanted
more control over a movie she was starring
in. She felt incomplete in some of her past
movie roles (in spite of winning an academy
award for her portrayal in "Cactus
Flower" and thought this was the only way
to accomplish what she wanted.

"Private Benjamin," has grossed na-
tionally over 10 million dollars in its first 10
days and is currently the number one box-
office hit. This is a symptom less of its
quality than its timing. It is competing with
films of such serious nature ("Ordinary
People," "Elephant Man") and silly nature
("Motel Hell", "Caddyshack") that this is
kind of a compromise film which relieves
the movie-going audience from all this
black and white material.

"Private Benjamin," directed by
Howard Zieff, is actually a schizophrenic-
type film which only manages to mesh
because of the overwhelming appeal of its
star, Goldie Hawn.

Miss Hawn is without question, one of
the most lovable, sexy, and comedic ac-
tresses around. It's easy to empathize, sym-
pathize, and fantasize with her all on one
felt swoop of emotion.

THE 1980 SOUTHWESTERN SORORITY RECRUITS
The 1980 sorority pledges are:
Alpha Omicron Pi: KaRe Alford, Judith Leigh Belyeu, Lisa Jane Buress, Margaret

Claire Brown, Phyllis Renee Durham, Elizabeth Dawn Edwards, Patrice Jeri Gutentag,
Kay Lillith Harper, Maria del Socorro Hubbard, Jane Elizabeth Huey, Lori Ann Jensen,
Carol Hays Marsh, Margaret Carroll McGehee, Mary Katherine Mitchell, Pamela Denise
Murray, Michele Jamie Parker, Cheryl Ann Perkins, Page Boisseau Taylor, Sherry Lynn
Turner, and Debra Louise Walker.

Chi Omega: Beth Boellner, Allison Bottom, Tracy Charette, Cammie Coomb, Janet
Comperry, Lisa Deering, Laurie Enos, Janet Fite, Allison Granberry, Becky Hays, Edna
Hibbitts, Cynthia Johnson, Laura Matthews, Susan Matthews, Magan Mitchell, Linda
Odom, Anna O'Linde, Elizabeth Pritchard, Nancy Romaine, Elizabeth Sheppard, Peri
Stark, Genny Streete, Carol Thomas, Karen Thompson, Barbara Tolmen, Harriet Turn-
bull, and Allison Wolfe.

Delta Delta Delta: Miller Bennett, Mary Lee Bowling, Maura Brady, Kitty Cawood,
Anne Clarendon, Becky Davis, Debbie Eiford, Lisa Ferguson, Jocelyn Fox, Angie Gard-
ner, Melissa Hays, Karen Joyce, Julie Kilpatrick, Anne Lacy, Suzanne Lee, Jody Lewis,
Lynn Linebaugh, Joanna McIntosh, Linda Parrott, Susan Payne, Leslie Price, Lynn
Stapleton, Caroline Stockton, Tracy Stubblefield, Frances Tucker, Kim Vick, and Julie
White.

Kappa Delta: Hope Armstrong, Tina Babcock, Demaris Bailey, Kathy Brandt, Mary
Lynn Brock, Nikki Buxton, Cameron Conley, Cathy Cotham, Sharon Agatha Dicks, Amy
Doville, Sara Franks, Jennifer Frost, Leonora Green, Amy Hill, Marianne Marks,
Elizabeth Martin, Stephanie Metts, Ruth Metcalfe, Donna Parks, Sissie Parker, Debbie
Sicard, Deirdre Teaford, Pat Thomas, Jan Tierney, Tracy Vezina, Emily Wolfe, and Con-
nie Wood.
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concerned women
dedicated to quality

health

* CONFIDENTIAL
" STUDENT RATES

for birth control
and other gynecological

services

* NON-PROFIT, STATE LICENSED

care MEMPHIS CENTER
FOR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH

1462 POPLAR at McNEIL
274.3550

Services Include
* Free Pregnancy Testing
* Family Planning
* Counseling

* Pregnancy Termination
* Well-woman health care
* Speakers and small group tours

by appt.
SJ

Judith Benjamin is a Jewish American
Princess (JAP) whose only goals in life are
to have a husband, a house, and a live-in
maid. When her second husband (Albert
Brooks) dies while they're making love on
their honeymoon night, she feels depressed
and needs desperately to escape from her
current life. This opens the movie, giving its
character a shallow, narrow existence of
total dependence.

When she enlists in the army because
her local recruiter tells her how to expect
private beaches and condos, the movie
takes a whole new course. It becomes an ar-
my camp version of "Meatballs."

It runs the gamut of pranks, mean
sergeants, and war games. The movie is
making progress until Private Benjamin
falls in love with a French-Jewish
gynecologist (Armand Assante); thus we
have chapter III of "Private Benjamin."

The movie proceeds to deal with
choices between the army-civilian life, and
between dependence and independence.

The ending will surprise few; however
what's most surprising is that Goldie Hawn,
who had to prove a decade ago she could
act, now tries to prove she is executive pro-
ducer material. She should have quit while
she was ahead.

"Private Benjamin" is now playing at
Southbrook and Malco Highland Quartet.

r--°IN THIS CORNER -

Doobies Play Their
Hearts to Memphis

by Bill Ridley
It's hard to say if there's any art to

rock and roll, but it goes without saying
that there's an art to entertainment. "What
the people need is a way to make them
smile." Enter the Doobie Brothers.

I had never been a big Doobies fan, but
last Wednesday at ten past seven, it seemed
like the thing to do. So I put on a jacket,
scrounged up a date, cashed a check, and
found my way to row twenty-three just
before the lights went down. (Who says
there's no advantage to going to school in
Memphis? In how many cities could you
buy Doobie Brothers' tickets twenty
minutes prior to the show?)

The Doobies kicked off their show
with the instrumental section from
"Cheated the Hangman" and then moved
effectively into the high-spirited "Rockin'
Down the Highway". (Well worth the price
of admission.) They then settled into the
business of selling the new album, most
notably with Mike McDonald's ballads,
"Real Love" and "One Step Closer".

With that out of the way, Pat Sim-
mons, the only original Doobie, took
charge of his band and led them through
the older material. And it's hard not to be
impressed with a band that takes a chance
with the tried and true. "Black Water" had
a new verse and "Jesus Is Just Alright" had
a new break. Even "Steamer Lane
Breakdown", the token instrumental, had
been somewhat rearranged. It's great to see
bands that don't play "just like the
record."

It all led to the Captain and Me
classics, "Long Train Runnin"' and
"China Grove." The encore, "What A
Fool Believes", went out to Memphis State.
(I called it poetic justice.) At least Kenny
Loggins doesn't have anything to worry
about. But the masses disagreed and Keith
Knudsen stumbled down from his traps and
powered the band through the finale,
"Listen to the Music."

The Doobies are a mature band and
they play their hearts out. It's a chance to
scream. And that's what rock and roll is all
about.

Rodney Grunes
The Ministry of Love may soon be institutionalized in Washington on a per-

manent basis. Already we can see the workings of the Thought Police: the bann-
ing and burning of Kurt Vonnegut novels, the censorship of Frank Snepp's book
on the CIA, the movement to restore prayer in the public schools, and the pro-
posed statute that would prohibit a journalist from publishing lawfully obtained
information about the activities of American intelligence agencies.

The founders of our Republic sought to provide us with a powerful instru-
ment of protection against tyrannical government-the First Amendment of the
United States Constitution. The unequivocal command reads "Congress shall
make no law .. .abridging freedom of speech or of the press." Thus, Congress
and, by implication, all other governmental authorities, are prohibited from
restricting freedom of speech, press, religion, and association.

As the philosopher Alexander Meiklejohn has explained,, the First Amend-
ment "declares that with respect to political belief, political discussion, political
advocacy, political planning, our citizens are sovereign and . . .[government] is
their subordinate agent."

This bedrock of American liberty is being challenged, however, by
lawmakers who are obsessed with the values of the "Moral Majority" and the all-
purpose justification of "national security."

Ironically, it is less than six years since President Richard Nixon attempted to
undermine fundamental Constitutional liberties under the pretext of "national
security." Nixon's policies included the compiling of an "enemies" list, the in-
filtration and subversion of lawful political organizations, the imposition of a
prior restraint on a free press in the Pentagon Papers case, the establishment of a
personal secret police that committed crimes, and the misuse of governmental
agencies including the Justice Department, IRS, FBI, and the CIA. Clearly, the
use of domestic and foreign intelligence agencies to spy on and disrupt the ac-
tivities of dissident political organizations was one of the more insidious aspects
of what has been called "Watergate."

With the resignation of President Nixon and the publishing of a Senate
Select Committee's conclusion that "intelligence activities have undermined the
constitutional rights of citizens," it appeared that the horror of Watergate had
ended. Unfortunately these threats to our First Amendment liberties continue.

Once again, Congress has raised the spectre of threats to "national security"
in debating the merits of the Intelligence Identities Protection Act, a bill that
would subject investigators of illegal CIA and FBI activities to a maximum of 10
years in prison and up to $50,000 in fines. Moreover, the CIA has announced it
will oppose any revision of its Charter that would limit the practice of infiltrating
colleges and universities and the Nation's free press when made necessary by "na-
tional security" interests.

Thus, we may find ourselves with "friends" who do not share our commit-
ment to freedom of expression and inquiry. We must be vigilant!
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Southwestern Aims for Another Title
by Rick Cartwright

The old saying that "once you hit bot-
tom, there is nowhere to go but up" was
amply demonstrated as long-time CAC goat
Principia College made last Saturday's
game interesting for the Southwestern
Lynxcats. However, the vastly improved
Principia team was still no match for the
Lynx as Southwestern defeated the Indians
27-18 in a College Athletic Conference
game.

The Lynx amassed a 17-0 half-time
lead on the strength of a six-yard play run
by Mickey Mays, a 11-yard reception by
Skipper Pridgen, and a field-goal kicked by
Steve Androlewicz in the last second of the
first half.

However, Principia roared back in the
second half, starting with a 90-yard kick-off
return at the opening of the third period. A
Lynxcat fumble set up the second Principia

opportunity, which made the score 17-12. A
two-point try failed.

Southwestern took the ball early in the
fourth period and quarterback Greg Peters
and receiver Mickey Mays put the Lynx in
range for a second Androlewicz field goal.
The game was iced by an interception by
Terry Hampton, who ran the ball 55 yards
for his first touchdown of the season. Prin-
cipia scored again later in the period, but
after the Hampton touchdown the game
was never seriously in doubt.

The Principia win leaves Southwestern
2-1 in College Athletic Conference play.
SAM must win its last two games against
Rose-Hulman and Centre Colleges. The
Centre game is extremely important because
Centre currently leads the CAC with a 4-0
record. A Lynx victory will make
Southwestern co-champions with Centre. A

tie or loss to either Rose-Hulman or Centre
will take the Lynxcats out of contention for
the CAC crown.

SAM travels to Rose Hulman today to
play the Engineers Saturday. The game will
be aired live by WLYX.

PUB REGGAE!
A Reggae band, Kaya and the Welders,

will play in the Pub, Friday night at 9 p.m.
An Uncommon House will be in the Pub
Saturday at 9 p.m.

Greg Peters fires another first down pass over the Principia line. Randy Malin provides the
needed protection. Photo by John Peeples

SCHOLARSHIPS
TWO-YEAR, FULL-TUITION MBA SCHOLARSHIPS

Owen Graduate School of Management of Vanderbilt Uni-
versity is pleased to announce its 1981-82 MBA Scholarship
Program. Outstanding men and women seeking ultimate
management careers are encouraged to apply.
The MBA Scholarship Program is designed to recognize ex-
ceptional academic achievement and leadership ability.
Scholarships are awarded solely on the basis of merit. Need
is not a prerequisite.
Students in any undergraduate major are eligible to apply.
Completed applications are due by March 15, 1981. All ap-
plicants will be notified of the Selection Committee's final
decision by April 1, 1981.

For further information and application materials, please write or call:
Office of Admission, Room 600
Owen Graduate School of Management
Vanderbilt University
Nashville TN 37203
(615) 322-6469

"Yes, I would like to receive information about the Vanderbilt MBA
Scholarship Program"

NAME
(vs

I UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE

GRADUATION DATE

*Today's Young Women
Plan Their Future

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
* Birth Control OF MEMPHIS
* Pelvic Exam
* Counseling
* Pregnancy Tests

1407 Union Ave. (901) 725-1717
a a a a a ap p p p

Lacy's Last
Lecture

The Fall Session of the Faculty
Lecture Series will be held on
November 12 and 13. Philosophy Pro-
fessor Larry Lacy will speak on
Wednesday evening and Professor
Robert Cooper of the English depart-
ment will speak Thursday evening.

The Faculty Lecture Series was
begun last spring. It was designed to
provide select professors with the op-
portunity to present their "ultimate"
lecture.

The lectures also provide students
with a chance to appreciate professors
under which they have never taken a
class. The lectures will begin at 7:30
p.m. each evening and will be held in
the East Lounge.
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CITY, STATE, ZIP

VANDERBILT TELEPHONE

MEN-WOMEN

Let the Army help
you with college.

Thousands of young people did.
In fact, last year there were over 240,000 enroll-

ments in college courses by people in the Army. Studying
on their own time, they earned credits on post. They
studied at nearby colleges and universities. And the
Army paid up to 75% of their tuition forapproved courses.

Our educational benefits are in addition to the
skill training you'll receive, the pay you'll earn, and the
travel opportunities you'll have.

If you'd like to find out more about all the educa-
tional benefits the Army has to offer, call your local
Army Representative.

Call Sgt. Hutchison
525-3000

Join the people who've joined the Army.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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